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CEO’s Perspective…
If 2020 was a year like no other, 2021 can

CeraPhi® was founded with a sense of

be the year to push into a new future that

urgency to drive the journey to NetZero,

we help define. As global economics struggle

power the energy transition, and with

to get past the pandemic, global climate

clean base-load energy generate the Green

goals remain as challenging and important

machine the world needs.

as ever. As recent global events have
shown, traditional means of policy, diktat,

In this issue, please find updates and news

and energy production are not and will not

of strong steps we are taking to foment this

cut it. Both traditional energy and vaunted

energy revolution.

renewables wind and solar; a) do not create
the improvements necessary; b) cannot
account for future growth; and c) create their
own environmental downsides.
The great irony of the entire equation, or
puzzle, as we like to call it, is that geothermal
energy, the “heat beneath our feet,” with
technological advances, is now widely
available for an increasing array of purposes,
literally everywhere.

Karl Farrow – CEO
CeraPhi® Energy

heat beneath
our feet

CeraPhi® Energy
LLC Officially
Launches Worldwide

CeraPhi® Energy LLC, an enterprise initially

“This, the first fully integrated geothermal

formed in 2020 and incorporated in

delivery company, is targeting the UK,

September of last year, officially and publicly

Europe and the US from its Great Yarmouth

launched in Europe, the U.S. and globally in

headquarters.”

February with press releases and associated
news articles.

CeraPhi® is keen to speak to oil and gas
businesses looking to shift their knowledge and

The Euro and UK announcement said, “Decades

experience into “the green space” as the industry

of energy experience have come together in a

moves through transition.

“game-changing” new business to de-carbonize
the UK’s heat supply by deep geothermal energy.

“CEO Karl Farrow, with 30 years of energy
industry experience, said the ‘highly skilled,

“CeraPhi® Energy’s mission is to unlock heat

talented and focused” CeraPhi® Energy team is

from deep underground to deliver sustainable,

solving “a huge challenge” to deliver an energy

continuous and totally green 24/7 base-load

source that is “non-interruptible and virtually

energy is the missing renewable source needed

infinite once it is tapped.’”

to reach net zero targets.
The U.S. announcement said that CeraPhi® is
“The company will use its patented technology,

dedicated to producing the next generation of

innovation and techniques to fill the gap

geothermal energy, and as a fully integrated

between wind, solar and other renewable energy

geothermal development company, has

production to complete the sustainable energy

incorporated in the United States, and is

jigsaw.

targeting Texas, among other major geothermal
prospect areas in the U.S.

True 121
Baseload Renewable
Energy Transition…

True 100% Renewable
Baseload, Night & Day,
24/7

Zero Fuel Combustion,
Zero Carbon Emissions

Available Anywhere
Globally at Scale

Minimal Environment
Impact, Less Surface
Land Usage

Grid Availability without
Overloads 24/7

New Build Capacity or
Conversion of Existing
Fossil Fuel Plants at
Scale

Lowest Cost Emissions,
Free Electricity
Anywhere

CeraPhi®
incorporated
in Delaware
and Texas in
February, 2021
CeraPhi® Energy’s mission is to unlock heat
underground to deliver sustainable, continuous
and totally green 24/7 baseload energy under a
“plug and play” scalable technology platform, the
missing renewable resource needed for society to
reach net zero targets, the U.S. announcement said.
CeraPhi® will use its patented technology, innovation
experience and best practices from oil and gas to fill
the gap between wind, solar and other renewable
energy production and help complete the sustainable
energy picture.
“By solving geothermal, we are solving energy,” said
CeraPhi® CEO Karl Farrow, from the company’s Great
Yarmouth, UK headquarters. “We are extremely excited to
introduce our expertise and technology in the U.S.
“Geothermal is cost-effective, secure and independent,
off-grid and on-grid,” Farrow said. “It is never dependent
on weather or influenced by external energy prices so it
has a key role in the ongoing energy transition.It should be
embraced by all if we are to achieve zero carbon baseload
energy for electric, heat, cooling and other essential
purposes,” he said.

“Six billion years of renewable energy exist right under
our feet. Our technology, innovation and best practices
are solving the challenge of making this energy resource
everywhere.”
Use of CeraPhi® technology for re-purposing end-oflife oil and gas wells is central to CeraPhi®’s capability.
CeraPhi® technology draws heat up from old wells,
removing the need for costly plug and abandonment and
decommissioning. This application extends well life for
clean energy generation for potentially decades more and
supports clean energy transition and the de-carbonization
of sites through co-generation.
CeraPhi® Energy’s CeraPhi®Pro™, a process management
technology, coordinates project activity and operational
technology, de-risking and offering proven delivery of
geothermal development activity.
With more than 30 years of energy industry experience,
Farrow cites a “highly skilled, talented and focused”
CeraPhi® Energy team to deliver an energy source that is
“non-interruptible and virtually infinite once it is tapped.”
The CeraPhi® founders combine more than 130 years’
experience in oil and gas engineering, subsurface
modelling and topside expertise, in-house risk mitigation
and management, and both conventional open and closed
loop geothermal applications.
“Our operational excellence encompasses engineering and
management, specialist subsurface and topside modelling,
innovative novel approach patented systems, proprietary
innovation and technology. A major focus is avoiding
significant commercial risk in exploration drilling costs.”
CeraPhi® is incorporating its U.S. operations
in Houston, Texas.

CeraPhi®
Kicks Off
Series A
Investment
Round

The CIM’s investment thesis further states that “CeraPhi®™
Energy intends through its innovative technology solution and
strategic approach to enable >500 Gigawatts of additional
Geothermal Energy, the cleanest cheapest and most efficient
base-load 24/7 energy within the next 30 years. . . . to help
support companies, organizations, and governments to
achieve their climate change carbon zero goals in support of
the Paris Agreement 2050 Climate Initiatives.

“CeraPhi®® with its strong Intellectual Property Patent Box
and Scalable Licensable Technology Platform will provide
a “plug and play” solution for “Geothermal Everywhere”
providing a proven de-risked modular delivery solution “Project
in a Box” under a distinct franchisee model that any qualified
participant can use anywhere.”

The CeraPhi® CIM further presents the company’s Technology

CeraPhi® officially kicked off its Series A Investment

IPR (Intellectual Property) and Patents filed, for the:

Round in early March with the introduction of the
company’s Confidential Information Memorandum (CIM)
to select investors.

> “CeraPhiWell™, proprietary patents (that) cover the
design and installation of a downhole heat exchanger
system utilizing existing technologies in a novel manner:”

The handsomely done CIM includes an Executive

> the CeraPhiPro™, “proprietary patents (that) cover the

Summary and the Investment Thesis, and offers an

design and implementation of our project management

overview of the market, an overview of the company,

system built to manage geothermal projects through

a financial projection and growth targets, a perspective

their entire lifecycle;”

of CeraPhi®’s products and services, and projects use
of funds.
The CIM’s Investment Thesis importantly states:
CeraPhi® was founded on three strategic principles, to
provide a:

> Sustainable baseload energy solution to scale
geothermal globally;
> Intellectual property and technology to derisk geothermal globally
> Robust licensable proven model enabling
delivery of Geothermal Anywhere Globally.

> CeraPhiFDS™, “proprietary patents (that) cover the
design build and field use of a multi-fluid multi-phase
cooling system to facilitate a step change in the cooling
of drilling fluids in high temperature wells; and,
> CeraPhiGen™, “proprietary patents (that) cover the
design build and field use of an optimized ORC.”

In addition, the CIM presents the case for well reuse and derisking drilling with the CeraPhi®Well™, a graphic intro to the
CeraPhi® Geothermal Approach, views of the CeraPhi®Well™
geothermal cascade, as well as a preview of the greater use
of electricity in the overall energy mix.

Finally, while providing significant market context on
geothermal energy availability, the CIM conveys the
Stakeholder Investor Process and expertly posits the
company’s forward-looking financial path with financial
projections and growth targets – in service of building an
International Integrated Clean Energy Delivery Business.

CeraPhi® Energy
and Fraser Well
Management Join
Forces
Combine Technologies in
Geothermal Revolution
Companies pool expertise
to draw green energy from
“giant battery” earth

The two companies in joint press releases said that
CeraPhi® ‘s international subsurface expertise and FWM’s
renowned experience in well engineering and project
management will now further develop “game changing”
geothermal energy solutions for sustainable heating and
power generation in the U.S., the UK and Europe.
Karl Farrow, CeraPhi® CEO, said CeraPhi®’s delivery
and execution process is different from conventional
geothermal approaches, and is geared for modular and
scalable projects for power, heating and cooling of
districts and cities, the re-purposing of oil and gas wells
and e-mobility, among other uses.
“Our CeraPhi®Well™ uses a single well in a closed loop
environment, reducing risk and lowering costs while
increasing efficiency in the development of deep
geothermal systems,” Farrow said.

CeraPhi® Energy, dedicated to producing the next

“Our technology and processes are about multiple

generation of Geothermal energy and a fully

scalable projects and commerciality. As the first fully

integrated geothermal development company, and

integrated geothermal delivery company in the UK, we are

Fraser Well Management, (FWM), a specialist well

excited to bring it to the United States.”

engineering and project management company,
announced in the UK and the U.S. on March 8 that

Nick Ford, managing director of Fraser Well Management,

they are combining decades of energy experience to

said the company has been looking at geothermal

unlock heat from deep underground to deliver large-

projects, an increasingly active sector, for about six years.

scale commercial geothermal energy solutions.

Heat Pump

Conventional (Doublet)

CeraPhiWelltm (Monobore)

200m

Heat extraction
from
Ambient Rock
Formations

1 injector

3000m

3500m

Proprietary
CeraPhiWelltm
Monobore
Solution

1 producer

CeraPhiWelltm
Black Box

50°C

100°C

150°C

175°C

CeraPhi®’s heat transfer capabilities include combined
heat and power in agriculture, industrial, commercial
and residential applications, such as desalination and
hydrogen production, as reflected in the energy “cascade.”
CeraPhi®’s proprietary closed loop geothermal technology
and extensive international geothermal experience
“We see the demand for sustainable and reliable green

and FWM’s well expertise will accelerate the worldwide

energy, and deep geothermal is key to delivering this

energy transition.

goal. At Fraser Well Management, well construction and
project management are key areas of the services we

CeraPhi® and FWM will work together to “re-purpose”

provide.

end-of-life oil and gas wells by drawing heat from wells
using patented CeraPhi® technology and FWM expertise.

“Our collaboration with CeraPhi® is a great opportunity
to contribute our skills and experience to the energy

“The public is looking for alternative green energy, and

transition in a different growing market.”

geothermal is 100 percent green,” said Ford.

Geothermal is the only true base-load energy available
anywhere and everywhere globally. Ninety-nine percent

Mr. Farrow added that “Geothermal solutions can be off-

of the earth’s volume has temperatures more than

grid and on-grid, deployable almost anywhere and never

1,000-degrees, making the earth one giant battery with

dependent on the weather or the season.”

enough clean renewable energy to last billions of years.
Conventional Geothermal energy is not new and takes

CeraPhi® and Fraser Well Management will direct their

heat from beneath the ground. Geothermal energy

break-through renewable energy collaboration to the U.S.

traditionally needs water or steam “aquifers” under the

and Canada, where their combination of experience and

earth’s surface, where, depending on its characteristics,

technology will create new energy from repurposing old

it can be used for heating or cooling or harnessed for

wells, saving millions, from the energy cascade, and from

clean electricity, Farrow said.

expanding e-mobility, creating nearly infinite energy in
the years ahead.

Cheshire Guides
CeraPhi® to
ISO Certifications

Nigel Cheshire
HSEQ

CeraPhi® Energy has strategically and pro-actively

He also highlighted the Environmental dimension. “The

established ISO* global standards for Quality, the

Environment is a primary attribute of our company’s essential

Environment and Occupational Health and Safety for the

business proposition,” Nigel observed. “Therefore, it is vital

company and its related activities as part of its essential

that our consideration of environmental requirements reflect

business practices.

our own strategic approach, not just with local environmental
issues but with the wider global aspects of global climate

Led by CeraPhi® HSEQ (Health Safety Environmental

change. We strive to be leaders in this area and to demonstrate

Quality) Manager Nigel Cheshire, the company has obtained

that leadership across the board.”

certification in the ISO standards 9001 (Quality), 14001
(Environment) and 45001 (Health and Safety) which

Occupational health and safety are other key essentials for

work in concert as an integrated system and, together

company success. “We are entirely dedicated to creating

with a master document register, encompass project and

safe work conditions for everyone who interfaces with

operational objectives, risk management and mitigation, roles,

our operations as the highest priority,” Nigel said, citing

responsibilities and project documentation, among other

employees, contractors, and communities. “We may be in

things. The function includes processes and procedures for

different countries, but safety and well-being are our common

virtually aspect of the company.

language.”

The combined ISO program is now “live” at CeraPhi® on

Safety also has important ramifications for licenses to operate

SharePoint forming the core of CeraPhi®’s overall Business

and financial performance, he pointed out.

Management System, according to Nigel. “Everyone has
been shown where it is and how to work with the document

With a keen eye on Quality of the overall ISO program at

templates,” he said.

present, Nigel pointed out that what has been shared is
“just the start.” He and others are still writing processes and

“The combined program defines how we operate to meet the

procedures. More training will follow, and he welcomes insight

requirements of these important three standards in everything

and support from all around the company, with the goals of

we do,” he said. “We all need to understand this process and

continuous improvement and “getting it right each and every

really live it. Now that everyone on the team has received

time.”

direction into how to make use of the system, the best way
to bring it alive it is to engage it as a normal part of how we

What applies to the safety focus also applies to rollout and

conduct our business.”

engagement with ISO, he said, “taking responsibility for
yourself and the others around you and making sure that

Each one of the three major sections has an important

everyone goes home safe at the end of every day is very much

implication for the company’s way of doing business.

our core belief.”

“With respect to Quality, we need to create work products that

*International Standards Organization

meet the needs of our clients within the time frame in every
agreed respect,” Nigel said. “Quality should reflect in every
aspect of a project from work product and timeline to cost and
customer relationships. Quality is not just a concept, it is an
ongoing conversation, a practical reality and a way of being.”

Geothermal Energy
Poised to Help Resolve
Global Climate Issues
New Industry and
Academic Association
Focuses on Advocacy for
Geothermal Energy

Industry and academia have united to launch a new

Geothermal energy is a constant energy source present

initiative to advance the role of geothermal energy in

everywhere worldwide, occurring naturally underground,

the energy transition with the newly formed Geothermal

on land “beneath our feet” and at sea, below the seabed.

Energy Advancement Association, and CeraPhi® Energy is

Geothermal energy can be accessed through the use of wells

playing a significant role in the initiative.

at various depths, providing a reliable, year-round, 24/7,
emissions and pollution-free baseload for power generation

Jon Gluyas, Professor at Durham University and Director of

and heating, both for on-grid and off-grid projects.

the Durham Energy Institute at Durham University, and Chris
Sladen, whose decades of work in the energy and education

The integration of geothermal solutions to provide low

sectors have been recognized by the UK Government with

emission heating and power can significantly reduce global

both an MBE and CBE, will be President and Board Chair of the

carbon footprints and accelerate Net Zero ambitions. At the

new Association respectively.

same time, developing geothermal offers energy security.
Geothermal projects can often utilise existing petroleum

Sladen is a member of the CeraPhi® Advisory Board.

industry infrastructure, technology and wells while applying
the subsurface skills and innovation of geoscientists and

“We are excited and delighted to take this important step to

engineers.

create more sustainable, secure, clean and affordable energy
availability world-wide by advancing knowledge and support

Geothermal energy provides a stable supply that is not subject

for the development of geothermal energy,” Gluyas said.

to the vagaries of weather conditions. It does not involve
significant carbon emissions or pollution or consume large

“The rapid uptake of geothermal energy can play a leading role

amounts of rare minerals. It often can be configured financially

in a cleaner, decarbonized world while advancing economic

as stand-alone projects and offers commercial viability out of

and social goals and generating investment, jobs and growth,”

the gate.

said Sladen. “We very much look forward to representing this
important field at this critical point in time.”

The new Association promotes awareness and consideration
of geothermal energy as an independent energy and heat

The Geothermal Energy Advancement Association (GEAA)

source. It also advocates for policy and legal frameworks

advocates increased investment in geothermal energy and

that will accelerate the use of geothermal energy on a global

increased awareness of this sustainable source for near

basis. With increased investment, a wider understanding of

zero-carbon power, heat, and hot water. The Association is a

how geothermal energy can be used, and better knowledge

not-for-profit organization offering leadership, dialogue, and

of rapidly evolving geothermal technologies, this ubiquitous

information in the energy transition debate, supporting the

energy resource can become a key part of a clean energy

role of geothermal in transitioning to a world that will use less

future used in all countries and communities.

petroleum specifically and fossil fuels in general. The GEAA
was announced March 31 and takes effect April 6.

CeraPhi® Brings
Geothermal
Energy
Solutions
into the Texas
Energy Crisis
Use of CeraPhi® technology for re-purposing end-of-life oil
and gas wells is central to CeraPhi®’s capability. CeraPhi®
Weather forecasters predicted a massive cold front

technology draws heat up from old wells, removing the need

in Texas dropping down from Canada in the middle

for costly plug and abandonment and decommissioning. This

of February. When the system actually hit over the

application extends well life for clean energy generation for

weekend of February 13-14, it was an unprecedented

potentially decades more and supports clean energy transition

weather event in the State. From Sunday, February 14

and the de-carbonization of sites through co-generation.

through Friday, February 19, approximately 48.6% of the

In Texas, for example, there are more than 6,200 abandoned

state’s power generation was forced out at the highest

oil and gas wells. These wells create a significant

point – that’s 52.3 GW out of the Texas grid’s 107.5 GW

environmental and economic liability on companies and

total installed capacity.

citizens of the state, by one estimate as much as $117 billion
dollars. The CeraPhi® well reduces cost and risk and creates

ERCOT, the Electricity Council of Texas, reported on February

productive economic value from tapping geothermal resources.

24, that of the 1,796 outage/derating incidents listed, the
bulk (783) were from natural gas generation and wind (767)

Studies indicate that there are as many as four million

generation, according to Power Magazine’s analysis of the list.

abandoned wells in the U.S. and Canada, and that methane
emissions from these wells are a significantly underestimated

As of this reporting, more than 100 people are reported to

environmental concern. CeraPhi® technology can help resolve

have died in the event.

the environmental issues and turn the wells into productive
sources of heat, cooling and electricity.

The energy crisis in turn has triggered a political crisis in the
State in the midst of Texas’s 87th Legislative session (the

While embracing energy transition and helping drive successful

Texas Legislature meets every other year from January - May).

de-carbonization, CeraPhi® recognizes the importance of

Investigations and litigation have resulted in the resignations

conventional industry experience, people, processes and

of members of ERCOT and the Public Utility Council that directs

infrastructure. “CeraPhi® geothermal applications will create

it. Dueling legislative solutions are working across party lines

independent energy resources and create jobs in a rapidly

and both houses of the legislature.

transitioning industry,” CeraPhi® CEO Karl Farrow said. “With
its well-trained workforce, oil and gas experience, extensive

Meanwhile, CeraPhi® is plugged into the activity and quietly

infrastructure and advanced education in energy, Texas is ideal

pointing the way to the greater utilization in the state of the

for expansion of geothermal energy.

“heat beneath our feet.”
Reflecting on the current Texas energy crisis, Farrow added,
Well before the events of February, CeraPhi® was promoting

“We recognize the unprecedented nature of what has occurred

prospects for the development of geothermal power in Texas.

in Texas in the last few weeks, and are eager to be part

The Texas economy is the 9th largest in the world and in

of the solution. Geothermal energy is clean base-load and

recent years Texas as a major oil and gas producer has helped

non-interruptible. It creates jobs, provides economic benefit,

propel the U.S. back into energy independence. Now however,

resilience and independence. We are confident that deploying

for myriad reasons ranging from economics, geo-politics and

geothermal options will dramatically strengthen Texas’s role as

environmental concerns, that period has peaked.

a leading global energy producer.”

CeraPhi® News Briefs
Chris Sladen Named Institute
of Americas Fellow

CeraPhi® Website Goes Live

Chris Sladen, a charter member of CeraPhi®’s
Advisory Board, has been named a Fellow

CeraPhi® Energy’s new website went live in recent

of the Institute of the Americas. Chris is

weeks. Developed by the CeraPhi® team working

a passionate advocate for better energy,

with TMS Media, using bright CeraPhi® colors, the

well known for laying a framework for co-

new site displays CeraPhi®’s role in the geothermal

investment between public and private sector
energy companies. He has a track record
of helping governments and regulators to
optimize private and co-investment, guiding the next steps for energy ventures,
energy transition and climate strategies. Chris has a unique global experience
having worked in over 40 countries where he gained direct experience of
hundreds of wells particularly in the petroleum sector where he worked for many
years. His work with the Institute of Americas focuses on low carbon policies and
energy technologies, particularly geothermal and hydrogen. He has published
extensively for more than five decades on energy matters and trends. Chris’s
contributions to the energy and education sectors have been recognized by the
UK Government with both an MBE and CBE.
For nearly 40 years, the Institute of the Americas has promoted sound public
policy and fostered cooperation between public and private sector stakeholders
across the hemisphere. Its diverse programs emphasizes innovation and
technological advance as the key to building 21st century economies in the
Americas. Its mission is to be a catalyst for promoting economic development
and integration, emphasizing the role of the private sector, as a means to
improve the economic and social well-being of the people of the Americas.

CeraPhi® and GEAA Host Earth’s
Battery Webinar in the Energy
Transition Webinar April 29
CeraPhi® and GEAA combine to host a
webinar later this month entitled Drawing on
earth’s giant battery to complete the Energy
Transition jigsaw, from 1400-1500 GMT.
With Chris Sladen, GEAA chair, Martin
Hindicky, CeraPhi® Chief Business Officer,
Karl Farrow, CeraPhi® CEO, Per Gwalter,
CeraPhi® Chief Project Officer, all geothermal

Beth Suckling Arkwright

energy experts, participating, the webinar will

Engineering Scholar 2020

be moderated by Beth Suckling, representing
Arkwright Engineering, and a 2020 Scholar of
University Technical College, Norfolk.

Registration:
https://www.eeegr.com/events/transition-to-net-zero-heat-beneath-our-feet/

revolution, insights into proprietary CeraPhi®
technology, and a detailed look at the clean energy
solutions CeraPhi® brings to the rapidly evolving
clean energy transition.
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